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Knowledge is power.

When it comes to your riding performance, the more you know, the better you get. That’s why we created the incredible Topeak PanoBike system. As an iOS or Android app, you have access to complete trip info with GPS route tracking, Bluetooth® connectivity, heart rate monitoring and more. It’s easy to set-up and you can even share your progress and wins on Facebook. Welcome to bike riding in the information age.

**PANOBIKE TECHNOLOGIES & FEATURES**

**COMPLETE TRIP INFORMATION**
Get every last detail about your ride in real-time. Everything from your current speed, average speed, maximum speed, distance, elapsed time, grade, altitude, calories burned, cadence, heart rate, to GPS route mapping.

**MAP & GPS ROUTE TRACKING**
GPS mapping allows you to track your route and see your position in real-time. A compass view is enabled if there is no GPS signal or if the signal grows too weak.

**ADVANCED CYCLING APP SYSTEM**
Our advanced, integrated cycling app system combines our iOS / Android app, PanoComputer, Speed & Cadence Sensor, Heart Rate Monitor, and PowerPack for real-time and accurate riding information that you can share with friends via Facebook.

**BLUETOOTH® SENSOR**
This Bluetooth Smart system pairs all of your PanoBike sensors to your smartphone so you can have real-time information about every aspect of your ride.
PanoBike+ App

The ultimate cycling performance app just got better. The PanoBike+ has additional functionality that transforms your smartphone into a full-featured bike computer. It connects to your smartphone, providing real-time ride data and a comprehensive analysis of your ride. The app integrates with Strava and other social media platforms, allowing you to share your rides with friends and followers.

Key Features:
- **Smartphone Integration**: The app connects to your smartphone via Bluetooth, allowing you to access real-time ride data and control your PanoComp X computer.
- **Advanced Data Tracking**: Tracks speed, distance, heart rate, cadence, and much more. 
- **Data Storage**: Stores ride data on your smartphone for easy access and analysis.
- **Social Sharing**: Share your rides with Strava and other platforms.
- **Heart Rate Monitor**: Available as an optional feature, providing real-time heart rate data.
- **Dual Mode Technology**: Allows usage as a bike computer or a remote monitor.

Benefits:
- Increase your performance by analyzing your ride data.
- Stay motivated with real-time ride updates.
- Share your achievements with friends and followers.

Compatibility:
- Works with iPhone 6 or above, iPad Air or above, and Android 5.1.1 or above.
- Requires Bluetooth 4.0 or above.

Download the app on the App Store or Google Play.
**DUOBAND HEART RATE MONITOR**

Train more efficiently with DuoBand Heart Rate Monitor to enhance your performance by providing heart rate data for detailed analysis. It connects to both Bluetooth Smart (BLE 4.0) and ANT+ systems for compatibility with a variety of smart wearable devices and mobile training apps. Listen to your heart and train wisely.

**TECH**
Bluetooth® Smart & ANT+ super low energy technology

**BATTERY**
CR2032 x 1 (included)

**BATTERY LIFE** APPROX
900 hr

**FIT CHEST**
70 - 120 cm / 27.5" - 47.2"

**TRANSMISSION RANGE**
< 5 meter (16.4 ft)

**WATERPROOF**
IPX 7

**ADDED FEATURES**
Power / low battery indicator / sensor sensing indicator

**SIZE**
65 x 29 x 17 cm / 26" x 11" x 7"

**WEIGHT**
14 g / 0.49 oz (Monitor)
32 g / 1.13 oz (Strap)

**ART NO.**
TPB-HRM05 (Set)

**DUOBAND SPEED & CADENCE SENSOR**

The DuoBand Speed & Cadence Sensor is low profile and angle adjustable for an integrated look and ease of installation. It’s compatible with the latest devices using BLE4.0 and ANT+ technologies and indicators for power, low battery and sensor detection.

**TECH**
Bluetooth® Smart & ANT+ super low energy technology

**BATTERY**
CR2032 x 1 (included)

**BATTERY LIFE** APPROX
900 hr

**FIT CHEST**
70 - 120 cm / 27.5" - 47.2"

**TRANSMISSION RANGE**
< 5 meter (16.4 ft)

**WATERPROOF**
IPX 7

**ADDED FEATURES**
Power / low battery indicator / sensor sensing indicator

**SIZE**
6.5 x 2.9 x 1.7 cm / 2.6" x 1.1" x 0.7"

**WEIGHT**
20 g / 0.71 oz

**ART NO.**
TPB-SC03
The RideCase mounting system allows for fast and easy mounting between our RideCase Mount, RideCase ArmBand, and RideCase CarMount. MOUNTS EVERYWHERE...

The RideCase for iPhone 6 / 6s / 7 or 6 Plus / 6s Plus / 7 Plus with Flipstand allows you to securely view your iPhone in multiple angles in both landscape and portrait positions.

TOUCH ID COMPATIBLE
Unlock your iPhone with our Touch ID compatible Weatherproof RideCase designed for iPhone 6 / 6s or 6 Plus / 6s Plus.

SMARTPHONE HOLDER/POWERPACK
7800 mAh high-power rechargeable backup battery pack allows charging of 4.5"-5.5" smartphones to extend usage time of your phone and sport app programs. Integrated strap mount allows to mount this powerpack on handlebar, stem or ø22.2 – ø40 mm tubes to have clean and short wire connection with your smartphone.

OMNI RIDECASE
The name says it all... It holds tight and works with almost every smartphone having a 4.0” to 5.5” screen with or without a case. High quality, ultra-elastic silicone grippers tenaciously hold your phone for convenient display.

QUICKCLICK™ SYSTEM
QuickClick™ is Topeak’s proprietary quick release mounting system that allows fast and easy tool-free mounting and removal of QuickClick™ equipped bags, tools, lights and accessories.

RIDECASE MOUNT
Install the mount on your handlebar, stem or stem cap to view your smartphone at an angle and rotate it for landscape and portrait viewing.

We’ve got you covered.
Wherever you go and whatever the conditions, we have a case to keep your smartphone protected. With cases like the Weatherproof RideCase, the Smartphone DryBag or the latest RideCase with Flipstand, you’ll never have to give your smartphone a second thought.

RIDECASE TECHNOLOGIES & FEATURES

RIDECASE MOUNT
Art No. TC1023
Art No. TC1021

RIDECASE CENTER MOUNT WITH SC & G-EAR ADAPTERS
Art No. TC1028

RIDECASE ARMBAND
Art No. TC1027

RIDECASE CARMOUNT
Art No. TC1024
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RIDECASE SERIES FEATURES

RideCase Mount included (Art no. TC1021)

Molded panels are protective and water repellent

Touch ID compatible

Two tone injected high-impact resistant plastic frame

Easy access to power, home screen, & volume buttons

Clear window transmits your touch to the phone screen

Rear camera window for capturing photos & videos with ease

Works with or without earphone jack

Included mounts are angle & rotation adjustable for desired viewing

Integrated flipstand for portrait viewing

Integrated flipstand for landscape viewing

RideCase Mount included (Art no. TC1021)

Included mounts for installation on handlebar, stem or stem cap

Integrated flipstand for landscape or portrait viewing

Angle adjustable rotates for landscape or portrait viewing

Included mounts compatible with Topeak Panocomputer

SIZE 16.1 x 8.1 x 1.6 cm / 6.3” x 3.2” x 0.6”

WEIGHT 32 g / 1.13 oz

ART NO. With RideCase Mount
TT9852B (Black)
TT9852W (White)

Case only
TRK-TT9852B (Black &)
TRK-TT9852W (White &)

WEATHERPROOF RIDECASE SERIES FEATURES

RideCase Mount included (Art no. TC1021)

Molded panels are protective and water repellent

Touch ID compatible

Two tone injected high-impact resistant plastic frame

Easy access to power, home screen, & volume buttons

Clear window transmits your touch to the phone screen

Rear camera window for capturing photos & videos with ease

Works with or without earphone jack

Included mounts are angle & rotation adjustable for desired viewing

Integrated flipstand for portrait viewing

Integrated flipstand for landscape viewing

RideCase Mount included (Art no. TC1021)

Included mounts for installation on handlebar, stem or stem cap

Integrated flipstand for landscape or portrait viewing

Angle adjustable rotates for landscape or portrait viewing

Included mounts compatible with Topeak Panocomputer

SIZE 17.7 x 9 x 1.5 cm / 7” x 3.5” x 0.6”

WEIGHT 88.5 g / 3.11 oz

ART NO. TT9848BG

(adoption)

Case only
TRK-TT9848BG

ADD FEATURE Touch ID compatible

SIZE 15.7 x 8 x 1.5 cm / 6.2” x 3.1” x 0.6”

WEIGHT 75 g / 2.64 oz

ART NO. TT9847BG

(adoption)

Case only
TRK-TT9847BG

ADD FEATURE Touch ID compatible

RIDECASE

Clip in your iPhone to use as a cycling computer with apps, including the Topeak Panobike app, use it to navigate as a GPS device, listen to music, and much more while riding. The RideCase has a separable protective composite fiber panel which integrates with the high-grade engineering plastic exoskeleton to securely hold your iPhone while on the go. Its unique and full angle adjustable mount allows viewing in landscape or portrait orientation, and lets you mount or remove the RideCase in seconds.

MATERIAL Engineering grade plastic frame with composite fiber base plate / Machined aluminum

MOUNT Included mounts for installation on handlebar, stem or stem cap

ADDED FEATURES Integrated flipstand for landscape or portrait viewing

SELECTED FEATURES Touch ID compatible

SIZE 16.1 x 8.1 x 1.6 cm / 6.3” x 3.2” x 0.6”

WEIGHT 32 g / 1.13 oz

ART NO. With RideCase Mount
TT9852B (Black)
TT9852W (White)

Case only
TRK-TT9852B (Black &)
TRK-TT9852W (White &)

WEATHERPROOF

Specifically designed for iPhone to provide ultimate protection against water and dirt. Weatherproof shell allows touch screen access in wet or dry conditions. Its unique and full angle adjustable mount allows viewing in landscape or portrait orientation and lets you mount or remove the Weatherproof RideCase in seconds.

MATERIAL Two tone injected high-impact resistant plastic frame

MOUNT Included mounts for installation on handlebar, stem or stem cap

ADDED FEATURES Angle adjustable. Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing. Included mounts compatible with Topeak Panocomputer

SIZE 17.7 x 9 x 1.5 cm / 7” x 3.5” x 0.6”

WEIGHT 88.5 g / 3.11 oz

ART NO. TT9848BG

(adoption)

Case only
TRK-TT9848BG

ADD FEATURE Touch ID compatible

SIZE 15.7 x 8 x 1.5 cm / 6.2” x 3.1” x 0.6”

WEIGHT 75 g / 2.64 oz

ART NO. TT9847BG

(adoption)

Case only
TRK-TT9847BG

ADD FEATURE Touch ID compatible

* Smartphone not included
OMNI RIDECASE Series

OMNI RIDECASE
The name says it all… It holds tight and works with almost every smartphone having a 4.5” to 5.5” screen, with or without a case. High quality, ultra-elastic silicone grippers tenaciously hold your phone for convenient display. The included RideCase Mount rotates for portrait or landscape orientation. The Omni RideCase is compatible with other RideCase QuickClick™ mounts, like the RideCase CarMount or RideCase Armband.

MATERIAL
Ultra-elastic silicone / engineering grade plastic

MOUNT
Included Strap Mount for installation on handlebar, stem or stem cap

ADDED FEATURES
Angle adjustable Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing

SIZE
13.1 x 6.9 x 1.7 cm / 5.2” x 2.7” x 0.7” (Case)

WEIGHT
26 g / 0.92 oz (Case)

ART NO.
TT9849B (Black)
TT9849W (White)

* Smartphone not included

OMNI RIDECASE DX
The DX version of the Omni RideCase holds tight and works with almost every smartphone having a 4.5” to 5.5” screen, with or without a case. High quality, ultra-elastic silicone grippers tenaciously hold your phone for convenient display. The included RideCase Mount rotates for portrait or landscape orientation. The Omni RideCase is compatible with other RideCase QuickClick™ mounts, like the RideCase CarMount or RideCase Armband.

MATERIAL
Ultra-elastic silicone / engineering grade plastic

MOUNT
Included RideCase Mount (Art No. TC1021) for installation on handlebar, stem or stem cap

ADDED FEATURES
Angle adjustable Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing

SIZE
21.1 x 6.9 x 1.7 cm / 8.3” x 2.7” x 0.7” (Case)

WEIGHT
36 g / 1.27 oz (Case)

ART NO.
TT9850B (Black)
TT9850W (White)

* Smartphone not included

RIDECASE ARM Band
Specifically designed for the RideCase series, the RideCase ArmBand conveniently holds your smartphone and is perfect for indoor and outdoor activities. The wide medical grade elastic band and silicone grip provides extra comfort and security while the 3M reflective highlight adds a margin of safety in low light conditions.

MATERIAL
Elastic band & engineering grade plastic

ATTACHMENT
Hook and loop fastener

COMPATIBILITY
RideCase & Smartphone DryBag series

FIT ARM
17-45 cm / 6.7”-17.7”

ADDED FEATURE
3M™ reflective strip

SIZE
11.2 x 6.8 cm / 4.4” x 2.7”

WEIGHT
40 g / 1.41 oz

ART NO.
TC1027

* Smartphone not included

* 3M™ is a trademark of 3M Company
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RideCase Mounts

**RIDECASE MOUNT**

RideCase Mount allows installation on handlebar, stem and stem cap. Compatible with RideCase and SmartPhone DryBag.

**MATERIAL**
- Machined aluminum / Engineering grade plastic

**ADDED FEATURES**
- Angle adjustable
- Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing
- Compatible with RideCase & SmartPhone DryBag

**SIZE**
- 3.2 x 3.2 x 2.4 cm / 1.3” x 1.3” x 0.9” (Handlebar Mount Adapter)

**WEIGHT**
- 23 g / 0.70 oz (Handlebar Mount Adapter)

**ART NO.**
- TC1021 (w/ 1-1/8” Stem Cap)
- TC1023 (w/ Oversize 1-1/4” Stem Cap)

**NEW**
- Mounts on stem or handlebar
- **With Oversize 1-1/4” Stem Cap**
  - (49 g / 1.72 oz)
- **With 1-1/8” Stem Cap**
  - (48 g / 1.69 oz)

---

**SMARTPHONE HOLDER WITH POWERPACK**

**POWERPACK 6000 MUAL PORT**

A great solution for smartphone users going on long distance rides. This high quality silicone holder tightly grips any smartphone (4.5” - 5.5”) with or without a case. The high power 7800mAh dual USB port power pack mounted below can charge two devices simultaneously. On a ride, you can charge your smartphone, sport camera or front light. When you’re off your bike, it becomes a portable power bank to charge your smartphone or tablet, either separately or together.

**BATTERY**
- 7800 mAh Li-Ion

**MATERIAL**
- Silicon / Engineering grade plastic

**OUTPUT**
- Dual USB ports
  - DC 5V 2A / 2.1A

**INPUT**
- Micro USB
  - DC 5V 1A (Max)

**CHARGE TIME**
- Approx 8 - 12 hr

**MOUNT**
- Stem, handlebar or ø22.2 - ø40 mm tubes

---

**MOBILE POWERPACK 6000 DUAL PORT**

Redesigned for 2017, the Mobile PowerPack 6000 has even more power and ports to charge up to two devices while on the go. Multiple mounting options and a GoPro mount adapter provide flexibility and convenience.

**BATTERY**
- 6000 mAh Li-Ion

**MATERIAL**
- Engineering grade plastic / Rubber suction pad

**ADDED FEATURES**
- Angle adjustable
- Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing
- Compatible with RideCase & SmartPhone DryBag

**SIZE**
- 9.6 x 3.5 x 2.4 cm / 3.8” x 1.3” x 0.9” (Stem Cap Mount)
- 3.2 x 3.2 x 2.4 cm / 1.3” x 1.3” x 0.9” (Handlebar Mount Adapter)

**WEIGHT**
- 280 g / 9.88 oz

**ART NO.**
- TSPH-1

---

**RIDECASE CARMOUNT**

Car Mount with powerful suction cup allowing tool free installation on car windscreen. Compatible with Topeak RideCase and SmartPhone DryBag. Angle adjustable and rotates for landscape or portrait viewing.

**MATERIAL**
- Engineering grade plastic / Rubber suction pad

**ADDED FEATURES**
- Angle adjustable
- Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing
- Compatible with RideCase & SmartPhone DryBag

**SIZE**
- 11 x 10.5 x 7.5 cm / 4.3” x 4.1” x 3”

**WEIGHT**
- 100 g / 3.52 oz

**ART NO.**
- TC1024

---

**MOBILE POWERPACK 6000 DUAL PORT**

Dual USB ports

---

**SMARTPHONE HOLDER WITH POWERPACK**

**POWERPACK 6000 MUAL PORT**

A great solution for smartphone users going on long distance rides. This high quality silicone holder tightly grips any smartphone (4.5” - 5.5”) with or without a case. The high power 7800mAh dual USB port power pack mounted below can charge two devices simultaneously. On a ride, you can charge your smartphone, sport camera or front light. When you’re off your bike, it becomes a portable power bank to charge your smartphone or tablet, either separately or together.

**BATTERY**
- 7800 mAh Li-Ion

**MATERIAL**
- Silicon / Engineering grade plastic

**OUTPUT**
- Dual USB ports
  - DC 5V 1A / 2.1A

**INPUT**
- Micro USB
  - DC 5V 1A (Max)

**CHARGE TIME**
- Approx 8 - 12 hr

**MOUNT**
- Stem or top tube (shim incl.)

---

**RIDECASE CARMOUNT**

Car Mount with powerful suction cup allowing tool free installation on car windscreen. Compatible with Topeak RideCase and SmartPhone DryBag. Angle adjustable and rotates for landscape or portrait viewing.

**MATERIAL**
- Engineering grade plastic / Rubber suction pad

**ADDED FEATURES**
- Angle adjustable
- Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing
- Compatible with RideCase & SmartPhone DryBag

**SIZE**
- 11 x 10.5 x 7.5 cm / 4.3” x 4.1” x 3”

**WEIGHT**
- 100 g / 3.52 oz

**ART NO.**
- TC1024
**SPORT CAMERA MOUNT SERIES**

**BUILT FOR FUN**

Capture it forever.

Developed for the GoPro®, Shimano® Sport Camera, Sony® Action Cams, and Garmin Virb X/XE/Ultra 30, this flexible system mounts your camera on your helmet, under your saddle or on your handlebars. So now, capture that incredible ride from any vantage point and experience it over and over again.

**SPORT CAMERA MOUNT TECHNOLOGIES & FEATURES**

1. Sport Camera MultiMount
2. RideCase Mount RX with SC Adapter
3. RideCase / Pannicamputer Mount with SC Adapter

**MOUNTS EVERYWHERE**

The Sport Camera Mount series easily mounts your favorite action camera to your helmet, handlebar or saddle rails.
SPORT CAMERA MULTI-MOUNT

Sport Camera Multi-Mount with quick release for mounting GoPro® Hero series, Sony® Action Cam series, Shimano® Sport Camera, and Garmin VIRB® X / XE / Ultra 30 on helmet, handlebar or saddle rails. Features angle adjustment for tilt and can be oriented for landscape or portrait modes.

MATERIAL: Engineering grade plastic

MODULAR MULTI-MOUNT DEVICE: Adapters included for GoPro® / Shimano® Sport Camera / Garmin VIRB® X / XE / Ultra 30 & Sony® Action Cam

BRACKETS: For Helmet / Handlebar (fits ø22.2 & ø31.8 mm) / Saddle rails

MAX LOAD: Sport camera 200 g / 7.04 oz

ART NO.: TC3010

ADDED FEATURE: Angle adjustment (landscape or portrait orientation)

SPORT CAMERA MOUNT

Symmetry is a beautiful thing. This RideCase mount brings everything in line, front and center to offer easier viewing of your device, a perfectly centered video frame, or a light beam cast in the center of your route. Attaches to 31.8 mm dia. handlebars and the QuickClick™ holder can be rotated for both portrait and landscape orientation. The included sport camera adapters are compatible with different sport cameras like GoPro® Hero series, Sony® Action Cam series, Shimano® Sport Cameras, and Garmin VIRB® X / XE / Ultra 30. Includes G-Ear Adapter for Garmin cycle computer.

MATERIAL: Forged aluminum / Engineering grade plastic

MODULAR MULTI-MOUNT DEVICE: Adapters included for GoPro® / Shimano® Sport Camera / Garmin VIRB® X / XE / Ultra 30 / Sony® Action Cam / Topeak WhiteLite™ HP Mega 820 / Mobile PowerPack 6000 / AERIUS / Watt USB / most Topeak WhiteLite™ HP front lights / Garmin cycle computers

BRACKET: For Handlebar (fits ø31.8 mm)

MAX LOAD: Sport camera 36 g / 1.27 oz (Center Mount only)

ART NO.: TC3028

WEIGHT: 36 g / 1.27 oz (Center Mount only)

ADDED FEATURES: Angle adjustment (Sport Camera) / Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing (RideCase)

G-EAR ADAPTER

Specifically designed to adapt Garmin devices with quarter-turn mounts to Topeak RideCase mount, RideCase Mount RX and RideCase Center Mount.

MATERIAL: Engineering grade plastic

SIZE: 3.3 x 1.2 cm / 1.3” x 0.5”

ADDED FEATURE: Includes T15 Torx® wrench

WEIGHT: 4 g / 0.14 oz

ART NO.: TC3026

ADAPTER FOR Sony® Action Cam

Adapter for Topeak front lights

Adapter for Sony® Action Cam

Adapter for Topeak front lights

Adapter for GoPro®, Shimano® Sport Camera, Garmin VIRB® X / XE / Ultra 30, WhiteLite™ HP Mega X20 & Mobile PowerPack 8000

ADDED FEATURES: Angle adjustment (Sport Camera) / Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing (RideCase)

COMPATIBLE WITH: RideCase series & PanoComp X

Includes T15 wrench

SIZE: 3.3 x 1.2 cm / 1.3” x 0.5” (Center Mount only)

WEIGHT: 200 g / 7.04 oz (Center Mount only)

ART NO.: TC3010

NEW

SPORT CAMERA MOUNT

** SPORT CAMERA MOUNT
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Sport Camera Multi-Mount
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SPORT CAMERA MOUNT

* Sport camera not included

* Contents shown not included

* RideCase Mounts not included
RIDECASE MOUNT RX
WITH SC ADAPTER

In addition to mounting a RideCase, this sport camera adapter set allows you to mount different sport cameras like GoPro® Hero series, Sony® Action Cam series, Shimano® Sport Cameras, and Garmin VIRB® X / XE / Ultra 30 on a handlebar or saddle rail to shoot action videos from various angles increasing your fun.

MATERIAL
Machined aluminum / Engineering grade plastic

MODULAR MULTI-MOUNT DEVICE
Adapters included for GoPro® / Shimano® Sport Camera / Garmin VIRB® X / XE / Ultra 30 & Sony® Action Cam & Topeak AeroLux IWatt USB / WhiteLite™ HP series front lights / Mobile PowerPack 6000

BRACKETS
For handlebar (fits 4-bolt stem / Installation range 14 - 34 mm) / Saddle rails

MAX LOAD
Sport camera 200 g / 7.04 oz

ADDED FEATURES
Angle adjustment (Sport Camera) / Rotates for landscape or portrait viewing (RideCase) / Compatible with PanoComputer

ART NO.
TC1205

RIDECASE / PANOCOMPUTER MOUNT
WITH SC ADAPTER

RideCase / PanoComputer and sport camera adapter combined into one unit allows GoPro® Hero series, Sony® Action Cam series, Shimano® Sport Cameras, and Garmin VIRB® X / XE / Ultra 30 to be mounted on handlebars or saddle rails to shoot action videos from different perspectives increasing your fun.

MATERIAL
Injected Nylon / Engineering grade plastic

MODULAR MULTI-MOUNT DEVICE
Integrated adapter for GoPro® / Shimano® Sport Camera / Garmin VIRB® X / XE / Ultra 30 / WhiteLite™ HP series front lights / Mobile PowerPack 6000

BRACKETS
For handlebar (fits ø31.8 mm) / Saddle rails

MAX LOAD
Sport camera 200 g / 7.04 oz

ADDED FEATURES
Angle adjustment (Sport Camera) / Compatible with RideCase

ART NO.
TRBC0102

* Contents shown not included